To Be A Woman Means To Be Humbly

Prologue I - Three Words
Only three words, but I have to confess that I thought: That´s it, now this farce will come to an end.
It was a wonderful speech, an emotional speech, a powerful speech. Everybody listening could only
agree with her - I thought. Without any doubt one of the best speeches I´ve ever heard. A wonderful
speech.
Could you imagine what it would mean, when she would be in office - instead of "him"? Yes, she
was not up for election, and I say not that she should run for it, but only the thought - for me a
thrilling thought.
It´s a bit disturbing that the things developed in the way as they developed. Something appears that
tells you, that there´s something, it shows up now. What shall I say as a German? A question that
accompanied me for many decades found its answer - a disturbing and frightening answer.
Her words were such clear words, her sentences well formed and her examples such appropriate.
Everybody could understand her, everybody was able to follow her and her thoughts. Especially
because everything lead to a very simple but striking phrase - but the phrase faded away.
One could say that this is an indicator therefore that this words, that this speech, not had this
strength, about which I´m talking. But this would be wrong, the speech, the words, had all the
strength which words and speeches can have. The problem weren´t the speech or the words, the
problem is the world in which we are living. When such words not develop their full effect, then
this tells you a lot about the world in which they were said. Three words can change a world, can
change history, but only when the world is in a state, in a state willing listening to. Otherwise the
strongest thinkable words will fade away unheard:
“Enough is enough!”

Prologue II – Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer
I hope you will fail! Yes, I know you will be the next candidate of the CDU / CSU for the
chancellorship in Germany - if Mrs. Merkel will not step down earlier and you will become
chancellor therewith. But I talk about the next election in 2021 - you have to lose!
I see the dumb chauvinists sitting in a talk show, asking you: Do you dare to do chancellor? What a
fucking question? Sure you do! Oh, I´ve forgotten, dear chauvinists - she´s a woman! But that´s not
my problem, the problem I have with her?
Your opinions are stone age! Gay marriage as the beginning of Sodom and Gomorrah - what an
unbelievable shit is this? Compared with you is Mrs. Merkel a revolutionary - you´re living a
hundred years too late!
You as the next chancellor would be a disaster - but I fear your opponents will make it easy for you
- at least if they stick with the fact that you´re a woman. How interesting is it that you´re a woman?
Your programmatic is devastating! I hope they will start therewith to talk about what it would mean,
to have you as chancellor!
I hope you will fail as chancellor candidate totally, from the bottom of my heart! You´re a woman?
Who´s interested in that?

Footnote: To all who babble about her name - what´s the problem about her name? For every
German it should be no problem to pronounce her name - what a stupid chatter is this? Talk about
her fucking opinions and should you be unable to pronounce her name, practice!

Mrs. Kramp-Karrenbauer, your opinions are fucking!

I.) My New Diary
It´s a long time ago that I wrote a diary - as a little girl. But now, now I´ve the feeling that I have to
start therewith again. Too much in my mind, I have to try to sort it. I will not write down something
everyday, only from time to time, when I need it.

Problems With My Paper
My dear new diary, this will be my first entry. I got a homework - yeah, maybe I take it too serious.
But I´ve the feeling that you cannot take it too serious at this time. I had a conversation with my
history teacher, Ms. Nolan, like that:
"What can I do for you, Kishana?"
"Well, I´ve problems with my homework, the paper I have to write."
"Maybe I can help you?"
"It´s.......I cannot decide, about whom I should write."
"I will give you no grade for the person you choose. I will give you a grade for the structure, the
research you did and such aspects."
"Yes, I know. But I´ve the feeling that it would be of importance whom I choose."
"The topic is "A Woman Who Impresses Me". I set this homework, this topic, without restrictions of
any kind on purpose. I´m very interested in whom you pupils will choose - the boys and the girls?"
"Yes. But say, that I would write about Michelle Obama?"
"Would be very interesting for me."
"But wouldn´t it be somewhat banal? I mean as........"
"No, not at all. She´s a fascinating woman - or?"
"Yes, but.........Aretha Franklin or maybe Nina Simone?"
"Also very interesting women - too banal?"
"I could top it - my mother?"
"Does you mother not impresses you?"
"No, on the contrary. But...........Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez?"
"Why not! As I said, you can choose whomever you want."
"Elizabeth Warren, Nancy Pelosi, Senator Feinstein........?"
"Amy Klobuchar? I think that I understand your problem now. You simply have too many names in
mind. Yes! But isn´t it encouraging, that especially today there are so many interesting women, you
could choose? Choose one - as I said, your choice will not effect your grade."
"Yes, but what about women like.......Kellyanne Convay, Sarah Huckabee Sanders or Betsy
DeVos?"
"Well......if this women impress you?"
"The first one only talks nonsense. The next one lies all the time. If she, one time, answers a
question at all. And the third one is a money-hungry bitch who destroys every possibility for poor
people to gain higher education."
"And this impresses you?"
"It impresses me that they can behave this way. It impresses me that they act like their male
counterparts act. It impresses me that we allow them to do so. It impresses me that they not even try
to veil their doing and that they are the stars of today therefore."
"But I think this would not hit the topic, the scope, of my homework. What do you mean?"
"I mean, that it´s maybe more important to write about them today, than about Michelle Obama or
Nina Simone."
"I appreciate your reflection about my homework, it´s impressive that you ponder about it with that
much passion. But as I said, it´s for you, to train your abilities to write such a paper - not more. You
ever thought about, to write for the school newspaper?"

"Would I be allowed to write that Betsy DeVos is a money-hungry bitch?"
"I fear not in that way. But good journalism can express statements in various ways."
"Yeah, laundered with fabric softener! In the meanwhile she destroys my future - that´s fucking!"
"Choose a woman and write your paper. It would be very interesting to me, to continue with this
conversation. Unfortunately I´ve another meeting now. Would this be okay for you?"
"Yes, sure. Thanks, Ms. Nolan."
And now? Does she took me seriously? Yes, of course - she made a lot of time for me! But in the
end, the conversation was disappointing again, as so many things are disappointing today. Yes, to
learn how to write a paper - write it on the wall? Shout it out loud? Is the form more important than
the content? Choose a name, not important which? Fuck, what is more important than the name you
choose!

Melissa
My dear diary, I had a conversation with one of me best girlfriends, with Melissa. She told me that
her boyfriend has asked her about marrying him as soon as possible. I mean, she´s fifteen! She has
talked with me about her concerns, what about with school now, about a job, about the future? To
become a young wife, even a young mother? What about the unsure future of our country?
They are a nice pair, and I think he´s a good boy - but marring? She doubts, but does I can tell her
what she should do? I would ask him whether he really loves me. And if he would say yes, I would
tell him that I need time. Time to finish school, what about senior high or even college? A job,
creating a basis for a own self-determined life? That we could be together, see how everything
would develop.
In some states a twelve or thirteen-year-old girl can marry, in many no minimum age is even fixed why this haste? Is it that important that - especially with the girls - they have to become a spouse as
soon as possible? I have no boyfriend, not interested in to get that pressure - but can I tell her this?
All this successful women in TV - politicians, celebrities, TV hosts, movie stars - happily married
with at least two wonderful children, with pleasure even more! Are this our role models? Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez? She´s unmarried - or? Definitively she has no children - maybe I should write about
her?
And Melissa? Would it be appropriate would I say her that I think that it´s a mistake to marry that
early? That, if he not can wait, he can´t be the right one? That you never know what the future
brings - he can die for instance. And then? No good school education, no job experience but
children? I cannot determine her life - but I should have a longer talk with her about her concerns.

Shutdown
It´s insane to see, how people act to fulfill their unholy fantasies. But what´s devastating is, that we
let them do so. Our president and Mitch McConnell, two people - why we cannot force a voting? It
would be a voting! It wouldn´t be a revolt! Is this another sign therefor that we aren´t a democracy
at all? We would spend 5 billion dollar for this? Everything is build on fear, everything leads to hate
- is it all about money? Why we give a single person so much power - checks and balances? I´m
frightened, it´s my future - the pursuit of happiness? They not allow me anything, they destroy
everything, but it´s my own fault. Why I´m not a daughter of rich parents? Why my skin has the
color that it has? Why I´m a woman? Why I´m not a rich conservative old white man with European
roots? Then everything would be allowed to me, I could bully hundred of thousands, because there
are people with different opinions - what do they allow themselves? He would be a perfect dictator
and people like Mitch McConnell his faithful minions. Will this lead to a new civil rights movement
with all it´s consequences? I´m not sure what I should do...........

Warren For President?
Elizabeth Warren is the first well-known democrat who has said that she will run for presidency.
That´s good, and I hope that a woman will become president, but will she be worldly-wise enough?
She fell for his tricks once, will she do it again? You cannot defeat him by playing his games.
Somebody would be needed, who would name the truth - the democrats? Isn´t it interesting what
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez said? That she sees lobbyists and Goldman Sachs, but not labor, no
activists, no frontline community leaders - that´s the wrong way, democrats. For the second time the
wrong way.
Elizabeth Warren is an important politician, but I fear she would not ruthless enough to defeat him.
This man lies, and his supporters like him lying! You cannot argue with "the truth", the "truth" has
become meaningless! You would have to show that he´s a lame duck, nothing than a bigmouth! You
would have to show that his policy will ruin our country, that he threatens especially the lives of the
"normal" people - you would have to be aggressive, would have to take the reins, would have to set
the agenda! Elizabeth Warren? I fear a bit, that he would make her look bad, with his lies and
impertinences.

The World Laughs About Me

To Be A Woman In This Time

Ms. Nolan
<< school newspaper / blog

II.) My Blog
<< success?

III.) Becoming Politically Active
<< change in style??
<< tow party system
IV.) ?????????
V.) Becoming A Political Activist

